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CFWA SPECTATOR MANAGEMENT POLICY 

STRIKE TWO 
 

Dear ________________________ 

Date: _________________________________________________________________________ 

Match: ________________________________________________________________________ 

Location: ______________________________________________________________________ 

Date of First Offence: ____________________________________________________________ 

OFFENCE:  Offensive  Violent  Threatening  Intoxicated 

 

With the support of the CFWA, we have introduced a new Supporter Behaviour Governance system. This 
involves a three-strike policy to ensure that game day environments are positive and provide a family friendly 
atmosphere.  

As the League/Club hold the booking for the venue, we are responsible for the running of any events that occur 
whilst we hold the booking. As the holder of the booking it is within our rights to control who is allowed on the 
premises whilst the booking is in place.  

We encourage all supporters to attend our matches and support their team, however we wish to keep these 
games family friendly and create an inviting environment for the whole community to enjoy. 

You have been witnessed displaying poor conduct as indicated by the above ticked box. The purpose of this 
letter is to advise you that this is the second time you have been witnessed displaying poor spectator 
behaviour and you have been issued with a second strike under the CFWA Spectator Management Policy.  

You are therefore banned from attending the following two Club/League matches and won’t be allowed on this 
venue until ____________________________. 

If you break this ban and attend a game whilst serving the suspension, it will be considered as your third strike 
and we will be proactive in taking out a restraining order which will prevent you from attending any home games 
for the remainder of the season.  

We’d also like to make you aware that should you reoffend for the third time once you have completed your 
second strike ban, the League/Club will implement a third strike, and will be  proactive in issuing a restraining 
order against you, banning you from attending any matches for the remainder of the season and the 
League/Club facilities.  

Please contact XXXXXXXXXXXX if you have any other questions. 

Regards 
(Signature) 

 

NAME XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX  

 

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX LEAGUE  

 

 

 


